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9 Pots of Gold Slot Review. Get ready to experience a splash of Irish charm as you play the 9 Pots of

Gold online slot. Released in 2020, it’s already become a firm favourite with slots fans, mainly thanks to
the top prize, which is a staggering 2,000x your total bet. You’ve probably not heard of Gameburger
Studios, the providers of this game, but you’ll almost certainly know the big name backing them up –
Microgaming. The world’s oldest casino software provider has hit the jackpot again with the 9 Pots of

Gold slot – but don’t take our word for it – spin the reels yourself and see how much gold you can win! 9

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


Pots of Gold Slot Bonuses and Features. For many, the most exciting part of this 9 Pots of Gold review
is learning about the bonuses and features. 9 Pots of Gold offers both a wild symbol and a scatter

symbol. The wild is the toadstool – a classic Irish symbol – and it can substitute for all other symbols on
the reels, bar the scatter and the Free Spins symbol. The pot of gold is the scatter symbol, and getting

nine of them anywhere on the reels will see you winning the jackpot – hence the slot’s name. This jackpot
is worth 2,000x your bet, so those playing at the highest stakes could scoop a prize worth £120,000.

Then there’s the Free Spins symbol. Get three or more of these anywhere on the reels, and you’ll start
the exciting free spins bonus. You’ll spin a wheel to determine your number of free spins and your

multiplier. The best possible combination is an impressive 30 free spins with a 3x multiplier applied to all
wins, except pot of gold wins. How To Play 9 Pots of Gold Slot – Rules & Tips. Playing the 9 Pots of

Gold slot couldn’t be simpler. Just load the game, choose how much to bet, which can be anything from
£0.20 to £60, and then spin the reels. Once they stop, you’ll see if you’ve had the luck of the Irish and

spun in a winning combination. If so, the money will be paid to you straight away. If you’d like to practice
playing, why not play the 9 Pots of Gold free play game first? The keys to winning big money at this slot

are the pots of gold in the base game – unusually, the free spins don’t offer any larger prizes. This is
because the multiplier during the free spins doesn’t apply to pot of gold wins. 9 Pots of Gold Slot RTP.
The 9 Pots of Gold slot UK version has an RTP of 96.24%. This means that the average player will win
back £96.24 for every £100 they spend playing the game. Of course, this is only an average – some
players will manage to walk away with thousands of pounds from just a small bet. 9 Pots of Gold Slot

FAQs. What is the jackpot on 9 Pots of Gold slot? The maximum prize you can win when playing this slot
is 2,000x your bet, which is won when you get nine pots of gold anywhere on the reels. Note that

multipliers aren’t added to any prizes won by getting pots of gold on the reels during the free spins. Are
there any special symbols? The wild symbol at the 9 Pots of Gold online slot is the toadstool, while the

pot of gold symbol is the scatter – get nine on the reels and you’ll win the jackpot. Get three or more Free
Spins symbols on the reels and you’ll start the free spins bonus game. Are free spins offered at 9 Pots of

Gold slot? They certainly are, and they’re activated by getting three or more Free Spins symbols
anywhere on the reels. Before the free spins start, you’ll spin a wheel, which will determine how many

free spins you receive and the multiplier applied to wins during the free spins. What is the highest paying
symbol in 9 Pots of Gold slot? The pot of gold is the highest paying symbol at the 9 Pots of Gold slot. If
you can get nine of these anywhere on the reels, you’ll win the game’s jackpot, which is 2,000x your bet.
What is the volatility of 9 Pots of Gold slot? 9 Pots of Gold has a medium volatility. This means that wins

should spin into view reasonably often, and they should provide a mix of smaller and larger prizes. 
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